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Asbestos and renovation cause of E. Campus closing
By Colleen Hurley

Loads of yellow bags marked
•"asbestos" litter the front doors of
the East Campus. The back entrance
to the weight room/pool area is sealed off with a new wall. A little
machine sits outside the wall and
sucks in escaping asbestos. Is Kean
beign invaded by asbestos? Who are
the men in the suits that resemble
those worn by bee catchers picking
though all the material and packing
those yellow bags?
Kean's East Campus is undergoing
a major renovation and improvement project. This project falls into
six major categories that are being
worked on throughout the year.

These categories include: (1) Life
Safety, (2) Barrier-Free, (3) Parking
Lots, (4) Locker Rooms, (5) Radio
Station and (6) Theater and
Auditorium Improvements.
In the Life Safety stage of renovation, a sprinkler system is being installed throughout the entire
building. The sprinklers will be concealed in the ceilings. While the
ceilings are down, the asbestos,
which is located in the pipes and
duct coverings behind the ceiling,
will be removed and new, asbestos
free insulation will be installed.
Charles T. Kimmet, Vice President
for Administration and Finance,
assures that the asbestos was "not
threatening." However. while the

CHC director appointed
By John Salerno

Cindy Marconi, a former student
of Kean College, is now director of
CHC, Communiations Help Center.
CHC serves the campus and the
outlying community with programs
like Hotline, the Walk-In service,
and Community Outreach.
"Things are running smoothly
here, and I don't want to change the
structure of the organization, or the
philosophy, which is 'Helping othes
help themselves:" said Marconi.
"Right now I want to concentrate on
recruiting and training volunteers,
and keeping the organization
cohesive:' At present there are 45
to SO volunteers at CHC.
One problem that Cindy Marconi
foresees is peoples understanding of
exactly what CHC does. "Hotline is
well known on campus," she said,
" but it's not well understood ."
The popular Hotline service
receives 500-1000 calls a month .

Because the volunteers are not professionals, Hotline is not a counseling service, but a way for volunteers
to help people get in touch with
their feelings by listening to their
problems. They take calls dealing
with problems like depression,
loneliness, drug and alcohol
dependency, and academic
troubles.
CHC also offers a Walk-In service
in their office at CC144, where people can talk about their problems
with a volun.t..E!er..._..
Cindy Marconi graduated from
Kean College in 1984 with a BA in
Social Work. She then went on to
Rutgers where she is presently
working on her MA. While at Kean
College, she was involved in Student Org., and was Director of NSA.
" I have always felt very strongly
about Kean," she-said, " and it's interesting to be here now in a different light!'

Independent awarded
By Mina Botash

The Independent was honored
with a first class rating with one
mark of distinction from the
. Associated Collegiate Press and the
National Scholastic Press Association for the 1986 Spring Semester.
The ACP-NSPA is the oldest and
largest collegiate press association.
ACP judges are qualified professional journalists, and past or present advisors of top rated
publications.
The Independent sends copies of
past publications, to the ACP, the
judges then critique each issue and
compare them to other publications in the same category.
Categories are classified by enrollment, frequency of publication and
type of college, (four year, two year,
etc.)
Publications are judged in five different categories, that being
coverage and content, writing and
editing, opinion content, design
and photograph-art and graphics.
These categories are further broken
into various other subsections.
The ooint scale in each subsec-

In this
•
issue:

tion ra~ges from weak to excellent.
Below are the numerical scores
judges have given to the
Independent.
Coverage and Content
540 of 700
Writing and Editing
650 of 900
Opinion Content
640 of 700
Design
590 of 900
Photography, Art and Graphic
250 of 700
With 200 Additional Points
For Student Work
Marks of Distinction are awarded
to those publications that exceed in
a particular category. The Independent was awarded 1 mark of distinction for the category of Opinion
Content. According to ACP the Opinion Content of the Independent
has "very good balance," and "the
columns, especially, are well writ-

ten:'

.

Other categories that received
good remarks were the letters, cartoon page, coverage of election
issues, Speak-Out and a regular column, Dear Connie. ·

B.S.U.
Conference
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renovations were being done it was
decided to also remove the asbestos
materials as part of the improvement
program.
Other improvements include
upgraded pull stations, emergency
and exit lightings, ceiling
replacements, painting of ceilings
which were not replaced, and installation of seven pairs of smoke
doors.
Next, barrier-free renovations will
be made. The bathrooms will be
modified to provide easy accessibility for the handicapped. And
a new barrier-free elevator will be
installed.

structed to accommodate 157 cars.
It will be connected with the old
parking lot, which will be repaved.
It's goal is to improve the flow of
traffic, easier accessibility for the
handicapped, and better asscess to
the new lot.
The locker rooms in both the upper and lower levels of the building
will be renovated. New toilets and
showers will be installed, a visiting
team locker room will be added,
and new male and female locker
rooms wi II be made. There wi II also
be 2 auxiiliary lockers rooms and
mens and womens saunas will be
installed.

The Radio Station will be
relocated in East Campus. The room
will be renovated and the space
modified for all equipment, but no
equipment will be moved or hooked up.
A new sound system, stage
lighting and electric system will
be .added to the theater, in order to
greatly improve both the theater and
auditorium.
These renovations are expected to
take place throughout the year.
Work is planned on only one part
of the building at a time, therefore
leaving the rest of the building open
for use.

A new parking lot will be con-

Graduate
elections
Elections of the representatives to
the Graduate Student Council were
held in the lobby of Hutchinson
Hall during the week of September
22 . The results of the election are:
Frances Filandro, President, Fall
'86-Vice-President, Spring '87; Ceil
Rover,
Vice-President,
Fall
'86-President, Spring '87; Joan
Koerber, Treasurer; Patricia Gruytch,
Secretary; Sheila Elman; Craig Martin; and Robert Skene.
In an effort to provide more comprehensive representation for the

graduate student population at
Kean, the newly elected Counci I
agreed to increase its membership
from 7 to 15. All eligible graduate
students who appeared on the
original election ballot were invited
to join the GSC. These addditional
members are: Mary Jane Harkins;
Bill Hayes; Shawn McConnell; and
Joan Ranhofer.
We would like to thank all of th e
graduate students who supported
the elections and voted .
If you are interested in the GSC
or have any questions, please write
to the Graduate Student Council ,
College Center Room 100.
Look for more GSC news in future
issues of the Independent!

Freshman
convocation
By Erika Matthies

On Tuesday, October 14, the First
Annual Freshman-Convocation was
You think you have a parking problem? Does anyone want to buy a
held in Wilkins Theatre. This was
slightly used VW Rabbit cheap? The car, parked behind Vaughn-Eames,
spo11sored by the Center for Global
caught fire on October 9. It happened around 7 p.m., and the fire
Studies, the Freshman Center, and
department responded at 7:10. The fire was contained within the car
the General Education Division.
and no other cars were involved. The records clerk for the police departThe processional was led by Proment here at Kean siad that no foul play was involved. The fire was
fessor Michael Montgomery while
probably due to an electrical short.
many of the professors and deans
made their way up to the stage
wearing their caps and gowns.
The innovation was given by World." In this speech he talked concluded with the idea that if you
about the World Health Organiza- give happiness, you will receive
Father Neil Mahoney, Ph .D., Dr.
Frank Esposito, Vice President of tion and he said that many nurses much of the same in ret_urn.
Concluding remarks were given
Academic Affairs, gave the Introduc- don't have much real human contion . Robert Muller, Chancellor of tact with their patients and that most by Dr. Frank Esposito, who gave adthe United Nations University of patients are treated like numbers vice to the students to keep contact
Peace, Costa Rica, was the guest instead of human beings. The point with the professors and to "adverspeaker and the topic of his lecture of this was that everyone, in any pro- tise yourself." A reception with food
was "Why College Students Should . fession, should have human contact and beverages, followed the conBe Interested in the Rest of the with the people around them . He vocation outside the theatre.

Seduction
Duet ............... 7

At The
Pub ...... : .... ...... 7

Movie
Peggy Sue ....... 8

Sports
Football

12

What's up at

• • •
Career planning schedule
Each year, from Oct9ber through May, the Kean College
Career Planning and Placement Office sponsors an On-Campu s
Recruitment Program primarily for seniors. Representatives from
bu siness, education, government, and graduate school s vi sit our
office to interview students interested in jobs and graduate
study.
All those interested in signing up fo r. appointments for the
November, 1986 schedule may do so beginning October 15,
1986 at the CPP Office located in the Main Building of the East
Campus. For additional information about the On-Campus
Recruitment Program, please call 527-2040.
, Date
11/3/86

Company
U.S. Custom .Services

11/4/86

Greenw ich Mills

11/5/86

Greenbaum Brothers

11/6/86

Ethicon

11/7/86

11/10/86

11/11/86
11/12/86
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Majors
Interested seniors. Group
meeting in CPP Office 10
to 12 p.m.
Feb. & June 1987 graduates
and alumni. Business and
Eco. majors preferred but
any major may interv.iew.
Interior Design Seniors and
alumni.
Computer Science Majors.
Feb. 1987 graduates only.
(Resumes had to be submitted by Oct. 15, 1986)
Computer Science Seniors
and Mgt. Science Seniors
with at least 9 credits in
Computer Science.

Electronic Data
Systems (CPP Office
must receive resumes
by 11/7/86 for referral
to EDS)
U.S. Marines

Dear Connie
Dear Connie,
I'm having problems with my
boyfriend . We've been going out for
6 months now and he's very upset
with me because I won't go al I the
way. He says it's very unfair to him
and that no other girl s wait until
they're married. I'm afraid of losing
him should I give in?
Signed,
Nervous

Dear Nervous,
Don't let anyone pressure you into anything you don't want to do. If
this relationship is strong, it will last
the variou s tests that come up. It is
very important to be true to you rself,
especiall y in a relation ship. If you
don't respect your own values, no
one el se will. Mutual respect is
cru cial and that mean s respectin g
each others ideas even if they dif-

fer from your own . Remember,
your values and ideas are a major
portion of what makes -you a special
and unique person, so don ' t
sacrifice something you believe in
very strongly.
Explain to him why you have the
values you do and that they are not
meant as a threat to him but that's
the way you feel. If he can understand you for who you are, he wi II
wait. If not, hopefull y the right person will.
Connie
Please send your question s to:
"Dear Connie'~ Counseling Center,
Bookstore Building 126.

Awareness of drinking, to be covered
The Counselin g Center will be
presenting a seri es of programs to
the college community during
"Alcohol Awareness Week". The
purpose of these programs will be
to create and awareness of the
drinking pattern s on campus.
Monday, October 20
Information tables and slides
Bruce/Townsend
Sloan Lounge (SA bldg.)
12:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m.
Hutchinson Hall
5:00 p.m .-6:30 p.m.
Tuesday, October 21
Film, "Father Martin"
Sloan Lounge
1:40 p.m .
Wednesday, October 22
Panel Discussions
Downs Hall Dining Rm . 3
12:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.

All interested students may
inquire at Student Center
10 to 3 p.m.
All interested students.
All interested seniors.

Liberty Travel, Inc.
PRINT MASTERS

The Counseling Center

Panel includes:
AL-ANON-for famili es of Alcoholics
NA-Narcoti cs An onymous
ACOA-Adult Ch ildren of Alcoholics
Union County Council
on Alcoholi sm
AA-Al coholics Anonymou s
Thursday, October 23
Film, "Days of Wine and Roses"

Browsing Room, Bookstore Bu ild ing
1:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
We hope to have maxi mum student attendance. Past ex perience
has shown. that fac ulty encouragement is required to motivate
students to attend such events.
Please return to the Coun seling
Center, Bookstore Bldg .. SA 126 by
October 6, 1986.

Ir------------------------~I
''Alcohol Awareness Week", October 20-23

I Name:

I Dept.:

------------------__________________

: My class will attend :

I

I

---------------1

I Tuesday, October 21 - 00:00-1:40
I Wednesday, October 22 - -specify time
I Thursday, October 23 - 1:00-3:00

I
I
I

L------------------------~J

Freshman Focus
International Student Association

Will the real advisor please stand up?

Test your I.Q.
.(International Quotient)

By Gay Lumsden, Director
The Freshman Center

Check Below .All Those That Apply:

Every once in awhile I want a rii:r

I want to try another country's:
A. Food
0
B. Music
D
C. Dances
D
D. Games
D
E. Arts & Crafts
D
I want friends from around the
world .
D
I want to learn about other countries
from people who live there.
D
I want to talk to someone about
study abroad.
D
I want a group where I can talk over
problems with housing, friends,
classes, money, and other hassles in
the " real " world.
D
I want to develop intercultural communication/leadership skills.
D
I want a group where my
background will be appreciated and
people will try to understand
me.
D
I want a taste of the international
world of the future.
D

roaring good party.
*

*

D
*

If you checked more than six in
this intuitive survey then you are a
prime candidate for joining the International Student Association.
Members come from across the
globe including many from the
United States. You will be warmly
welcomed and meet wonderful
people. Meetings are held each
Tuesday at 1:40 in J203 and include
cultural programs. Come join in our
many activities.
If you have questions about international programs at Kean College,
call the Center for Global Studies
and ask to speak to Dr. Peggy Dunn
or Dr. Donald Wheeler at 527-2387
or drop by T 209. For Study Abroad
call Mrs. Ethel Madsen at 527-2163,
Adm . 2nd floor.

Sometimes we try so hard to be
helpful we confuse the issue. You
may have received a letter from your
Major department that seemed to
contradict what your Freshman
Seminar Professor told you . So one
more time, here are the questions
we're hearing and the answers:

WHERE DO I GO FOR ADVISEMENT? If you're a new Freshman ,
you · have been provided with a
special class - Freshman Seminar
- and a special professor who has
been trained and who has made the
commitment to be your guide
through the Freshman year. Among
other objectives that person has the
responsibility to be sure you • Make early contact for advisement with your Major Department
(or help you identify possible majors if you ' re undecided)
• Meet your Developmental
Studies requirements so you are
· NOT threatened with dismissal;
• Meet your Core requirements;
• Meet prerequisites for the courses
you take:
•
• Achieve balance among your
courses

• Create a schedule you can live
with in terms of your work, activities, transportation, and
obligations
• Turn your Advance Registration in
to him or her
SHOULD I SEE MY MAJOR
DEPARTMENT ADVISOR, FIRST,
AFTER, OR IN BETWEEN CONSULTATIONS
WITH
MY
FRESHMAN SEMINAR PROFESSOR? Well - YES. That is, you
must see both; the order doesn't
matter. Your Freshman Seminar
teacher probably has set up an
assigned process. Follow that
process.
WHAT IF THE TWO ADVISORS
DISAGREE ON A COURSE?
Sometimes there IS a contradiction
because the two people may have
different information or different
goals. In order to be sure you get the
best schedule, your Freshman
Seminar. teacher will talk to your
major advisor and find out what's
amiss.
WHERE DO I GET MY PERMIT
TO REGISTER? Your Major Department or, if you are an Undecided
Major, the Freshman Center.
WHERE DO I TURN IN MY
COMPLETED SCHEDULE AND
PERMIT? It MUST be turned into

your Freshman Seminar Professor.
WHAT
IF l'M STILL A
FRESHMAN FROM LAST YEAR
AND l'M NOT IN FRESHMAN
SEMINAR? The Freshman Center is

still your "home" - please make an
appointment to see one of the advisors (527-3114 or 527-3131) .
WHAT IF l'M A SOPHOMORE?
If you are in a major, your Major advisor is now the person you should'
see. If -you're undecided, -you should ·
see the Academi c Advi sement
Office.
WHAT IF l'M A TRANSFER STUDENT~ If-you're still a Freshman and
in Freshman Seminar, the same process applies to you as to others in
Freshman Seminar. If you're still a
Freshman but not in Freshman
Seminar, make an appointment to.
see a Freshman Center advisor. If
you're a sophomore or higher, see
your Major advisor or, if you 're an
undecided major, see the Academic
Advisement Office.
WHEN IS THE DEADLINE? October 31 - Happy Halloween!
See? It's not so bad . What we
want is to be sure you get a good
schedule with the right courses. It
may take a little time and trouble,
but it's worth it.

Commuter Club

Carpool, the scoop and Take Pride
The "Holiday Happenings" are happening at Bloomingdale's
in Short Hills. A conveniently scheduled Full Time, Part Time,
Evening or Weekend position with us will add just the right
dash of color and glamour to your celebration.
We have many exciting openings-both selling and nonselling-that will put you in touch with the best in merchandise and clientele. And remember, our schedules can be
as flexible as necessary.
Come to Bloomingdale's for the Holidays. Apply in person to ,
the Personnel Department, 4th Floor, Monday through Friday ,
10:30AM-4PM and Monday Evenings 7:30-8:30PM.

bl@mingdole1s
lilcenootltetd<>temlk,U#>tld
rHE MALL AT SHORT HILLS

-

SHORT HILLS, N.J.

Equal Opportur,ty ~

m/f

Commuter students seem to be in
constant struggle to balance ou t
their classes, work schedules, and
study time, in addition to setting
time apart to relax or get involved
on campus.
Keeping in mind the various
needs of these students, th e Commuter Club held its first meeting on
October 16 at 3:00 p.m. in the
Freshman Center. Guest speaker
Bob Spanier of TAKE PRIDE,
discussed the different problems on
campus, and suggested ways in
which commuter students can
become involved to help solve
them.
A major topi c of discussion was
carpooling. Members were asked to

give their ideas and suggestions
toward devi sing an efficient carpooling service. This would cut down on
gas expenses and might help
alleviate the parking problem.
The Commuter Club al so discussed ways to help students with car
trouble on the road . They talked
about establi shing a cash box, and
purchasing a battery charger, whi ch
would be available to any member
who needed it.
Members were also asked to contribute any ideas, articles, or artistic
input to the SCOOP, which is the
newsletter publi shed by the
Freshman Center. In addition, the
Club announced the planning of a
Holiday Social and a Valentine's day

Dance, both of whi ch will be open
to the entire freshman class.
In closing, the Club set its next
meeting date at November 6 in the
Freshman Center. For the students'
convenience, there will be two sessions - at 3:00 and at 5:00. All
students are welcome to attend. If
you are interested in the Club, but
are unable to attend the meeting,
please stop in at the Freshman
Center and speak to Peggy Melchione, Lisa Rehm, or Ana Sanchez.
The Commuter Club is not only
striving to provide you with useful
and convenient services, it is also a
great way to meet new people and
get involved.
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Rej oice and read Joyce - In honors Joyce
"When I'm interviewing future
employees, I always look to see if
they have taken Honors courses;'
said Diane Seymour of Chubb's
Human Resources Department.
Diane, a Kean English major who
graduated in 1976, was recently
featured in the College's full-page
advertisements in the New York Times and Time magazine. She
believes that her work in several
Honors courses helped her in
writing clearly and thinking
creatively, and she urged students
to consider enrolling in them.

The English Department, continuing a tradition of some ten years,
will again in Spring 1987 offer an
Honors course, this time in the
greatest novelist of the twentiethcentury, James Joyce. The course is
open to all majors: to register a student must have a "8" or better
cumulative average. Students will
read the famous works - Dubliners, Portrait of the Artist as a
Young Man, Ulysses and perhaps
dip into Finnegans Wake - but an
important part of the course will be
to stimulate students' creative or

critical ·powers through a variety of
projects and approaches.
Students, in past years, have
released their imaginations in
several ways. One graduate, Paul
Edelen, now an army officer, took
Joyce's Portrait and did a slidecommentary, Portrait of the Artist
as a Young Man in Newark.
Dublin's Liffey became the Passaic
River; Belvidere College, Rutgers
University, Stephen's Green, a
Newark park. Eddie Ponger, now a
poet, sales representative for Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, and M .A. in

liberal Studies dramatized Joyce's
short story, " Ivy Day in the Committee Room," and presented a
dramatic reading_of it by his fellow
students. Louise Winget, now working for her MBA, set Joyce's poems
in " Cha·mber Music" to music and
slides. Creative writing from the
course has appeared in the Grub
Street Writer.
Dr. Eileen Kennedy, who
describes herself as a "Joycenut"
will teach the course in the Spring,
T(!esday nights at five.

The English Honors program was
organized ·and established by the
late Dr. Evelyn Wendt, a remarkable
educator who fired her students to
wide reading, critical thinking, and
lively creative responses. Because
the English Department believes
students should have the opportunity to develop their imaginative and
intellectual powers in limitedenrollment classes, the Department
has continued to offer an Honors
course almost every semester. Additional information can be obtained by calling 527-2671 .

Reading Oinic

Diagnosti,c tests determine weaknesses and strength
Do you have a relative or friend
who takes a long time to complete
reading assignments, and then isn't
quite sure about what he read? Do
the reading assignments seem to get
more difficult each year? Do textbooks seem to get harder and
harder to understand? If so, your
friend may have a reading problem,
and you may wish to seek help from
the Reading Clinic of Kean College.
Located on the second floor of
Hutchinson Hall, the Reading
Clinic offers a variety of services.
People who come for help are first
given a Screening Test which consists of a elebinocular Test of vision,

an Audiometric Test of hearing, a
vocabulary test and of course a
reading test. Results of the screening test enable Clinicians to determine if the problem is severe or
minor.
If the deficiency is severe, we
recommend a complete battery of
diagnostic tests to determine the
specific strengths and weaknesses of
the person's reading ability. The
testing is done over a period of 2-3
days, in sessions of approximately
2 hours each. The results of the
testing data enable the Clinicians to
determine the specific skills needed, the preferred modality of learn-

ing, and methods which should be
effective. A complete report of the
results is given.
This Diagnostic Report enables
the Clinician to move directly into
remediation to correct the reading
disability. lessons are planed to
meet the specific needs of the individual in terms of content, skills,
methods and materials, and of
course rate or pacing of the work
itself.
The Clinicians who do the
clinical work, are certified teachers
who are working in the program
leading to the Masters Degree in
Reading Specialization, under facul-

ty supervision.
If the problem is minor, frequently
some private tutoring is sufficient to
correct the deficiency. This is also
provided at the Reading Clinic.
Schedules of dates and times can be
arranged to suit individual needs,
and evening hours are available.
The Reading Clinic has twentyone individual cubicles for private
work. Our Materials Center houses
more than 8,000 volumes for
reading instruction, audio and
video machines, a Systems 80 and
a language Master. Computers and
VCR are also available.

For many years, the Clinic provid~
ed servi'ces only to school age
populations, Grades 1-12. However,
many parents observed the success
and improvement of their children
in the program, and began to request services for adults also. Thus
the services have expanded to include all ages. A woman aged 45
and a man of 55 are presently
enrqlled, so age should not inhibit
people from seeking help. In fact,
adults make rapid progress because
they are so highly motivated.
For appointments or further information, contact the Reading Clinic
at 201-527-2351 or 201-527-2070.

Students do better in mastery classes
TALLAHASSEE, Fl (CPS)- . harder when they know not only
Students do much better and get what's expected of them, but how
higher grades in classes when they the grading works," FSU's Marcy
know what's expected of them in Driscoll found in studying student
advance, a Florida State University performances in different kinds of
classes.
professor says.
As a result, Driscoll wants the na"Students are more likely to work

tion's teachers to adopt "mastery
classes' in which teachers give
students the same test at least twice,
outline grading policies carefuJ.ly
and make their expectations of
students explicit.
Her research, she says, sh~

FREE!
Tuesday Ni ht,
October 2 th

ATPH

ON

Kean College Night
For the 1st 190 students.
Present your valid College I.D.
and receive your passport for

FREE!
You won't believe it's just a game!
Photon of Kenilworth
Rt. 22 East
Kenilworth , N.J. 07033
688-8064

students in the "mastery" classes
tended to perform at higher levels
than students in other kinds of
courses.
"Students typically work for the
grade they think they can get. By
knowing what can gl'lle them an A,

it makes them just that much more
confident," adds Driscoll, who
hopes her work will influence
teacher education programs.
However the National Education
Association (NEA), although supporting mastery classes as a theory,
worries studies like Driscoll's don't
always lead to practical new
teaching techniques.
"Most people who study teaching
methodology support 'mastery,'
despite arguing" over how difficult
it is to give teachers guidelines to
handle all the situations that might
arise spontaneously in a classroom,
says Jerry Bledsoe of the NEA.
"The problem we have identified

POSmONS
AVAILABLE
.AREA REP MANAGER
Earn salary, c,,,mmf•sion ud
free travel. Position involves

management ofarea campus
reps for a national college
travel and marketing firm.
. Approximately 20 hours per
week, ideal for senior or
graduate student.

CAMPUS

REP

Earn commission ud free
travel. Market ski and beach

tours on your campus.
Call Michael DeBoer at 914682-1795 or write to American Access Travel, 141 Central Park Avenue South,
Hartsdale, NY 10530

CAll TOllfREE
(800) 992-3773

is that students may learn just
enough to get by. Teachers fall into
the trap of 'teaching to the tests,'
thereby avoi d ing student experimentation and spontaneity;' he
warns.

Driscoll disagrees.

"When I lowered the minimum
score for an W in my class, I found
students worked harder and exceeded their expecttions;' she says.
"Students know where they stand.
· They realize they don't have to get
just the minimum:'
"Minimum" grades used to be
whatever got the student to pass, but
Driscoll thinks the traditional letter
grades may eventually give way to
pass/fail systems.
- "It's more a case of the student
saying 'What can I le·arn out of this
course' instead only getting a
grade;' she says. The pass/fail system
"gets away from comparing one student to another" all the time.
Insisting grades are the least of the
problems in the mastery-based plan,
Bledsoe says schools have much
more difficult classroom problems.
"Our greatest challenge is main,taining student's individuality. look
at the problem in Japanese schools;'
he says. " They prepare students well
for math and science, but they stifle the students' creativity."
" There is nothing to indicate the
contents (of a mastery-based cla ss)
is restrictive;' Dri scol I says.
" I have always felt a student can
learn anything given enough time
and materials and teacher support; '
she concludes.

Interested in
Writing?
Sports
News
Feature
Stop By The
Independent
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Letters

Editorial
Stepping over boundaries .
Instituting a task force to restructu re student organizations financial po licies was the
decision made by the Board of Trustees
members at their meeting this past Monday.
This came as a result of the B.S.U., and possible other ethnic groups wanting to budget
' a percentage of student fees paid by a particular ethnic group.
It is the opinion of this editor that a task
force should not be instituted. By doing so
the administration is stepping over their
boundaries, and subsequently taking over
Student Organization .
The members that make up Student
Organization are elected by the students, for
the students. If the students feel that they
were qualified enough to hold the position,
why then, can't they be trusted with handling a problem. If the administration steps
in every time-something goes wrong, why
even bother having a Student Organization?
It's not even certain who will sit on the
task force. Wi 11 it be a force of 3 whites, 3
blacks, 3 Chinese. -.. But will it stop there?
What about the Polish, Italian, Spanish, German, ... Will religion get into it? Jewish,
Protestant, Moslem, Christian ...
At the meeting President Weiss stated that
he would choose who would make up the
task force. What type of guidelines will be
used for selection? At present that information is not available. Careful consideration
must be taken. Who is to say those people
are experienced enough to have proper input. Or that they are not easily intimidated
into following th~ norm and thinking of
others.
Many views were expressed at the
meeting both for and against the task committee. Howeve·r, there seems to be no way
in which to make a valid decision when the
specifics of this committee are so vague.
It is highly unlikely that anyone appointed
or chosen to the task committee will look
at it in an objective way. Each individual will
tend to look out for their own group, and
_nothing will be properly established.
Major groups on campus like C.C.B.,
WKNJ, Memorabilia, Independent and
others would probably also like to sit in on
the tast force. Afterall, their budgets are also
at stake here. Soon it won't be a task force,
but a task mob.
Who decides where to draw the line?
Who is qualified to sit in a position like this
or not? An election? Of course not,
members of Student Org were elected but
around here that seems to hold little validity.

many black students write for the
ln.dyl How many black disc jockeys
work at WKNJ? Very few!
A n enriching college experience
number of years and have seen inis something one works for, not a
creased efforts on the part of Stugift given to a student by the addent Organization to make Kean
ministration, Student Organization,
College a better community for etc. If you racists don't think the colstudents of all races. The college adlege is serving your needs, try workministration and staff offer many op- ing w ith the college community inportunities for black students to stead of fighting against it!
strive and excel at Kean . Black
It is time for outraged students to
students (as well as other minorities) stand up and prevent a few racist
are given the opportunity; through
members of the B.S.U. from destroythe EEO, Work Study, the Cultural
ing the college community! Do' you
Arts Programming Board, etc.; to
want to see separate dormitories for
improve their changes of success at blacks? A 'black' cafeteria and
college and influence programming
'white' cafeteri a? A bathroom door
for the co llege commun ity.
with a sign "for coloreds only" ?
However, I have also observed
All of'this can happen if you let
that, in general, black students do
it! Do whatever you can to help
not always take advantage of the
defeat the B.S.U. referendum!
many opportunities available to
Name Withheld For Fear Of
them at Kean. How many blaci< . Physicial Retaliation From Certain
students joined the CCB? How
Members of the B.S.U.

One outraged student
Dear Editor.
To the few malcontents and
undesirables of the Black Student
Union (especially one - Vincent L.
Stallings), the bottom line is this :
you racists are not serving the interests of the B.S.U. or the college
community at large!
To: the rest of the B.S.U. and the
college: are you going to sit back
and let a few ignorant black
students ra c iall y divide Kean
College?
People like Vincent Stallings and
Stanley Matthews would have you
believe that the col lege comm unity at large, and Student Organization specifical ly, are discriminating
against the B.S. U.
Wrong!
I have attended thi s co llege a

Taking direc( action
'
Dear Editor,
In the October 9th issue of the In•
dependent, two articles appeared
where the authors cla imed there
yvas a problem with the dispersion
of tickets and not enough parking
spaces to go around. I would now
like to quote a sentence from the
Old Tickets or New Car article. The
sentence stated. " This is a matter
that is constantly overlooked and it
seems that the college is not making this a top priority." I really hate
to say this to a fellow student but
this is not true.
The Take Pride/Direct Action
Organizing Committee (D.A.O.C.),

which was enacted last year, has
brought many questions regarding
the campus grounds to the attention
of Administration and we are proud to say that we are making slow
and steady progress. We meet on a
regular basis with Adminstration
and try to iron out questions that
students outside and inside the
committee have. So far this year, we
have been finishing up business
from last semester and working on
some new ideas with great anticipation for the upcoming semester. The
fact is that the Take Pride/D.A .O.C.
is made up of primarily of students
who live in the dorms and are un-

What manners
Dear Editor,
I am personally offended by the
manner in which the Black Student
Union is handling the affair of its
budget. The idea of obtaining a fair
amount of money in which to
operate this semester in both
beneficial and necessary. However,

Bravo bravo
Dear Editor,
I must go on record stating that
the Lunchtime Theatre is an extraordinary event.
Seduction Duet, directed by Ani
Shahbazian, was an exceptional
piece of work presented O ctober
14, 15 and 16 in VE 119. Karen Ashey
and Jeff Caplan were so believable
in their parts that I felt I had stumbled upon their encounter quite .by
accident.
To all tho·se who saw this fine performance - " Yes I am glad I was
there too." To all those who mi ssed
it - ."Shame on you!"
Ani Shahbazian is to be commended for a job well done!
Yvonne McCray
Coordinator, Liaison Services
East Campus Library

Deadlines
for the Letters
to the Editor
are Friday
at 12:00

No
Exceptions!

what is not necesaary is the big
mouthed talking of a radical individual who believes that anything
that the BSU does is just and right.
There are more than just black
students on this campus and if they
have an opinion it is their right to
express that view. Mr. Vince Stall-

familiar with the commuter headaches, so many of our questions
have been aimed to aid the
residents with the commuters taking a back seat.
The Committee is not just here for
residents, but for commuters. also.
We know life outside the quad is no
bed of roses, but if we don't know
where the thorns are, we can't help.
As a result the Take Pride/D.O.A.C.
will be having a General Meeting
on October 27th at 9:00 p.m. in the
Whiteman Hall Lounge, which is
located next to Down's Hall. I am
encouraging everyone to attend this
meeting if you know where the
campus might be hurting a bit.
Bob Spanier, Chairman
Take Pride/ Direct Action
Organization Committee

ings has to learn how to work with
others and to express himself in a
professional manner or he is going
to do more damage than good. The
BSU needs leaders that understand
the words "WORKING WITH
OTHERS" and not following a one
track
heading
of
camp us
domination.
Keith Michaels
Freshmen President
,
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By Manny Cantor

Disinformation you don't have to get old to get wise
WARNING!!
October 15
Dear Reader: You are about to be
assaulted by the biggest disinformation campaign you have know in
your young life. The Reagan Administration spokespeople will go
all out to sell S.D.I. They will be
. most careful not to use the simple,
, more graphic name, Star Wars. Star
Wars conjures up the image of the
nightmare which S.D.I. is.
Look elsewhere for the truth. Read
the opinions of the Nobel laureates
in all the sciences. Listen to the
mass of physicists, mathematicians,
computer specialists and other
qualified experts who either condemn the idea or find it impractical
if not impossible. pay heed to the
thousands of physicians, psychologists, professors and teachers who
have spoken out. Get the peace
position of your church, adopted at
the last national convocation. If you
are a Catholic, ask your parish and
diocese leaders to read , or re-read,
the pastoral letter issued two years

ago. If you are a Methodist, obtain,
read and circulate the pastoral letter issued by your bishops several
months ago. Encourage and help
organize the study ar.d discussion
of both these documents in your
church or synagogue, regardless of
denomination.
Now to the subject of this column . My fi.rst illustrations of
monstrous disinformation occured
before you were born. Which could
prompt the query does one have to
live through most of hi s or her
lifetime to get the experience to
dissect and analyze ·events and
developments, to acquire the
capacity for independent judgement, to distinguish the truth,
however obscured by half-truth and
deliberate distortion of fact. No, you
don't have to get old to get wise! In
truth, you can live a long life and
end up very dull and uninformed.
The best time to get wise is when
you ' re young! The place to being is
right here in Kean College!
World War I
In 1914, as a five-vear-old, I played

Letters Continued

Tired of the B.S.
Dear Editor,
Spending between 6 to 12 hours
in the college center daily, I have
noticed that B.S.U. has some obvious problems with their organization. To start off, B.S.U. is the only
organization which has a major
argument at least once a week. They
are the only group in the college
center who can be heard at any
location in the building during their
arguments. B.S.U. also seems to
have a habit of intimidating people
around campus . . . I was at a
budget meeting a few weeks ago

and everything was going fine until
three members of B.S.U. loudly
walked in 20 minutes late, as if they
owned the place. Most people who
were voicing their opinions just
stopped talking and kept quiet for
the rest of the meeting. 8.5.U . also
doesn't seem to have much consideration for the other people in
the college center, those who are
trying to study or the organizations
who are in adjacent offices, when
they blast their music. It is unfair for
people •to have to tolerate B.S.U.'s
lack of respect for others.

with many Germa~ children in the and Health presented a British
neighborhood, and spent time in musical entertainment entitled " Oh
their homes. They were fine people, What A Lovely War". It was a most
my parents thought. We could not enjoyable production . It also was
see why the United States should go · full of insights on the real nature of
to war against Germany. Neither World War I. A well-qualified Kean
professor prepared notes, entitled
could millions of other Americans.
To change their minds and to win " Lessons For Us Today", for the
support for the war, there was laun- Peace Education Resource Center,
ched a massive, total propaganda and these were inserted in each procampaign. Obviously, I did not gram. The Kean College Peace
understand this at the time. Nor did Center had a table in the lobby with
my family have the connections, nor . appropriate literature on the fight for
the desire, to learn the truth which peace today. The total was an examsome courageous Quakers, pac- ple of how a college activity can
ifists, Socialists, church people and provide valuable information, and
peace advocates were preaching, stimulate critical thinking, together
and which landed some of them in with entertainment.
prison. Years later, in college, after The 1929 Crash and the Depression
The heavily slanted prothe histories could be written, and
published, I learned of the lies, the established courses in economics,
distortions, the atrocity stories, the the more objective courses in
faked photos that were loosed upon history, sociology and psychology,
the Ame.rican people in order to provided some handles. But it was
rouse their passions, to get them to the reality all around me that
shaped my thinking. The Hoover
hate the Hun.
Last year the Kean College administration trumpeted that " proTheater Series and the Department sperity was just around the corner"
of Physical Education, recreation when there would be " a chicken in
every pot". By now I knew better.
The unemployed, the poor, and
their allies, would have to wage a
bitter struggle. I soon learned that
to actively campaign for social
security invited vilifi cation as an
enemy of the country, patriotic,
com mun is tic.
If B.S.U. is not going to show
In several classes on campus in
respect for the people in the college
the past two years the question of
center just because they (eel they
The Great Depression has come up.
have been treated unfairl y in the
It shook me up to discover my
past then I don't see how B.S.U. feels
classmates knew next to nothing
they will get their way wi th
about thi s most critical period in our
anything. From speaki ng to fellow
coun try 's history. Where else but in
students who have been at Kean for
college can today's young people
more than 2 years I learned that
learn the hard lessons that will bet-

tions hit a low point. There was no
way of condoning the shooting
down of a plane in cold blood
knowing it was a commercial flight
with innocent passengers. Had not
Secretary of State Shultz proved that,
waving the documents of secret intelligence, on TV?
Now, three years later, Seymour
Hersh, Pulitzer prize winner who
uncovered the My Lai massacre, has
revealed in his new book The Target
Is Destroyed, that Shultz made
dishonest use of raw intelli_gence
data to back up politically
motivated charges. Hersh claims
further that the Administration knew
the central accusation that the Russians deliberately shot down a
civilian airliner was unfair and untrue. Yet they were "lacking the
courage and the integrity to set the
record straight."
The First Annual
Freshman Convocation
This was the kind of Kean College
activity that helps and encourages
today 's generation to see through
the disinformation to which they
will be subjected again and again.
Robert Muller, Chancellor of the
United States University of Peace at
Costa Rica, who worked for 38
years at the United Nations, brought
an enthusiastic message of hope
and optimism in his talk " Why College Students Should Be Interested
in the Rest of the World."
I confess my concern at the hum
of conversation in the balcony sections during Dr. Muller's speech, indicating the lack of interest by some
in his important message. But I was
reassured by the hearty, genuine applause from the overwhelming majority of Freshman, who obviously

BSU was a respected organization .

ter prepare them than they now are

appreciated his sincerity.

Just because of a few members
B.S.U. has lost respect among th e
other organizations. If B.S.U. plans
on getti ng that respect back I'd suggest that they show some respect for
others.
Signed Me
Sick of B.s.u:s BS

for the difficult future into w hich
our country is heading.
The Russians Shoot
Down Flight 007
The
condemnation
was
understandably bitter. It was not too
surprising that Soviet-American rela-

Thi s return to the collegial atmosphere is welcome, in my view.
So the gowns have a medieval
origin. And this kind of gathering
was derided by some in the ' 60s.
The pomp and circumstance adds
a dimension to life at Kean .

12th Annual Literary Tour
Literature at Its Source:
London to Edinburgh and Back
January 2-January 23, 1986
Spend three weeks in England and Scotland in January and earn three
credits in English
·
Cost: $1225 (plus tuition and/or auditing non credit fee of $100.00
The cost includes:
Transportation: Virgin-American Airline (departing from Newark)
Hotels in London, York and Edinburgh, Scotland
Breakfasts
Transfers (to and from Gatwick Airport to London)
A Brit Rail Pass (unlimited travel on Britain's super trains)
An ·evening with British Pantomime
Lectures in London, York and Edinburgh pertaining to British Literature
Trips to Cambridge University, the city of Beth and the town of Haworth
(home of Charlotte and Emily Bronte)
Students will have many opportunities to do individual sightseeing in
England and Scotland and optional visits to Paris and Dublin, Ireland.
Constact Professor Sidney Krueger, English Department for additional
information. There is limited space. Early deposits and reservations
will get preference.

·Failure at .Reykjavik,
who is to blame?
· By John Na lbone
The leaders of the world 's two
superpowe rs, Sov iet Genera l
Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev, and
President Ronald Reagan met in
Reykjavik, Iceland last weekend in
an effort to reach some sort of agreement on arms reduction, regional
conflicts, and human rights. But
after promising talks on Saturday
and early-Sunday, it was clear that
the concludin g talks Sunday night
ended in disarray, with the possibility of future talks extremely doubtful.
According to Secretary of State
George Schultz, the main objective
of the " mini summit" was to reach
some kind of agreement on the
reduction and possible disarmament of short and medium range
missles in Europe and Asia.
White House Spokesman Larry
Speakes labeled the talks; "long and
intensive"; while White House
Chief of Staff Donald Regan blasted
the Soviet initiative sayi ng: " The
Soviets showed us (the U.S. ) their
true colors today. It showed us that
they are not truly interested in arm's
reduction, or World peace in
general."
In a post summit press conference, Gorbachev blamed the
failure of the talks on President
Reagan's "obsession with the Star
Wars defense plan". Further stating,
"only a madman would accept Mr.

Reagan's terms, " Calling the two
day sessions " an atmosphere of
suspicion .''
While speaking to spectators during a stron g wind and driving rain ,
President Reagan issued his accoun t
of what went on in the meetings.
According to Reagan, Gorbachev
insisted that the United States sign
an agreement banning the "Star
Wars" and defense shield programs.
Reagan deemed the Soviet suggestion as " proposterous ". Countering
the Soviet proposal , Reagan made
one of his own . A ten year ban on
development of the United States
S.D.I. (strategic defense initiative), if
the U.S. and USSR disarm all
weapons and nuclear warheads
throughout the various silos in the
world .
Speakers went on to say that President Reagan is and will continue to
consider Mr. Gorbachev's proposals, with the Soviet leader offering the same.
It is obvious that the two superpowers do not trust each other
enough to make a legitimate pact
on any issues. I personally feel that
the build up of weapons is so large
that the two sides feel that it would
be close to impossible to know
whether the other did indeed
disarm the weapons. It is this basic
lack of trust that will inevitably lead
to the destruction of world peace,
and possi bly the world.

f
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Black Student Union first annual conferenee
By Mrs. /. M cCray,
BSU Ad visor

Hi story was made at Kean College of New Jersey on Friday, October 3, Saturday, October 4 and
Sunday, October 5, 1986. UASO,
Inc. (statewide Black student
organization) was born on Sunday,
October 5, 1986 at 3 p.m. in Downs
Hall.
Background
Friday, October 3:
State Hearing - 9 a.m.-12 Noon
Student and staff representatives
. from around the State of New Jersey
, converged on KCNJ 's campus to the
Little Theatre in the College Center
Building. The topic - " Impact of
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings on the
Future of Higher Education for
Minorities in New Jersey."
The panelists Dr. Nathan
Wei ss, President, KCNJ ; brett Leif,
Deputy Assi stant Chancellor, DHE
(Department of Higher Education);
Ken Gibson, former Mayor of
Newark; and Audley Bridges,
Associate Director of Admis sions,
KCNJ and Moderator of thi s event.
Imagine the impact, for example,
of our President Wei ss, senior ranking President of Colleges in the
State of New Jersey, and former
Mayor Ken Gibson sharing their
combined knowledge with us!
"First Annual Fall luncheon in
Honor of the Kea College of New
Jersey's Alumni of African
Descent" - 12:30-2 p.m.
Invitations were sent to 200 alumni of Afr ican descent over the Summer of 1986. Alu mni responded as
follows: 2 sent checks; 2 paid at the
door (1 of 2 KCNJ staff status). Lu nch
was served and speeches were
heard. The brightest moment - Torrie Rumph announced that Joyce
Christopher Underwood, Class of
'84, volunteered to be the 1st Coordinator of the KCNl Bl ack Alumni
N etworl< .
Korkshops on Education Skills

2 p.m. -

5 p.m.

Facilitators - Audley Bridges, Al
Brown , Jeremiah Dix, Dr. Joe

Darden, Kandi Dickenson, Milton
Murray, Marilyn Berry. These
facilitators are KCNJ staff and other
professionals from off campus.
Workshops - How to fill out
applications.
Financial Aid
Resume
Interview Skills
Test Taking Tips
How To Study
How to choose courses
Reading Comprehension
and Speed Building
Paper Writing Skill s
Key Math Techniques
The conference attendees talked
about how " rewarding " the
workshops were and how they
wi sh!;!d the workshops were longer
(not shorter?)
"Welcome to Kean College
Dinner" - 7 p.m.-9 p.m.
This event reinforced the mood of
the day and was a key factor for the
duration of the Conference. Attendees began to recognize each
other by name and institution .
Stanley Matthews, President, KCNJ
BSU, was the MC; KCNJ students
spoke; and Quasim Brown played
the saxophone.
Jazz Concert - 2 Shows
8 p.m.-10 p.m.
STANLEY JORDAN!!!
A living legend . An experience
thoroughl y enjoyed by the conference attendees.
Saturday, October 4:
RAIN!!!
Breakfast - "Issues Facing Blacks
in New Jersey"
8:30 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
An interesti ng introd uction to the
day's events.
Workshops on the Issues
11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Facilitators...:... Mark Dashield, Antoinette Fields, Betty Ann Moore,
Michelle Bethel, Clarence Coggins,
Ann a Groves, Torrie Rumph , Iva
Mendes (4.0 graduate), Joan Pierre,

Stanley Matthews, Wendell Ball, Jeff
Flemi ng, Angela Taggert, A ll an
Moss, A l Sulaimon, Quasim Brown ,

Andrew Biykins and Kamau
Ukawabutu . These facilitators are
KCNJ students and alumni.
Workshops - Black Student Life
Local Issues
State Issues
Cultural Issues
Note: Sub-topics within
each workshop.
The conference attendees were
thoroughly " connected" and " involved " with the Issues.
Unity Picnic/Banquet
2 p.m.-4:15 p.m.
The ISA (International Student
Association) was instrumental in
delivering the bulk of the food for
this event.
Workshops on
leadership Development
4:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
Facilitators - Vincent Stallings,
Stanley Matthews, Les Carter
(Counselor, Middlesex County College), Clarence Coggins, Torrie
Rumph and John Dunn . These
facilitators are KCNJ students with
the one exception so noted.
Workshops - Role of Leaders
How to Organize
How to Speak Effectively
Before Bodies
Where to Find Wi sdom
Institutional Research
Parlimentary Procedure
How to Analyze a Budget
How to Improve Relation s
with Admini strators
Dinner - "Ebony Side Economics"
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
A trul y in spirin g evening w ith
speakers: Mr. Keith Jennings, a National representative of students
from Atlanta, Georgia; M r. Les
Carter, M idd lesex County Co llege;
Ms. Marjory Avant, a Rutgers
Newark student and President of
their Black Historical and Cultura l
Society; and To rri e Rumph, a KCNJ
student and Treasurer of the BSU.
Andrew Boykins, a KCNJ student,
sang. Vincent Stallings, Vice President of the KCNJ BSU, was MC.
Pub Party - 9:30 p.m.-1 a.m.
A time to network and yet

socialize!
Sunday, October 5:
Breakfast - "Where We Go From
Here" - 9 a.m.-11 a.m.

Time to reflect!
Ratification of the Union of African
Students Organizational Platform
for 1986-87 - 11 a.m.-4 p.m.

the Presidents of Black Student
Organizations.
I would especially like to formally thank the core group of staff that
worked directly with the students
and me: Janice Murray, Associate
Dean of Students; Barbara Simpson,
Director, Library Services; Eleanor
McKnight, Library Services; Dr.
Debbie Allen , Faculty, Early
Childhood & Family Studies;
Audley Bridges, Associate Director,
Admissions; Beverly Berry-Baker,
Director, EEO. My Staff: Beatrice,
Fazio, Mary Lou Capra, Teresa
Cereste and Anahid Shahbazian .

After concensus was reached on
the process and pla'tform, representatives si gned the concensus document and joined hands. UASO, Inc.
(Union of African Students
Organization, Inc.) was born at 3
p.m . EST.
Who Was Invited?
18 High Schools from the followWe sincerely thank the following
ing town s: Union, Edison, Hill side,
Rahway, Elizabeth, Cranford , · people for their patience, support
Kenilworth, Avenel , Colonia, Clark, and assistance in this undertaking:
Linden, Summit, Roselle, Somerset Dr. Nathan Weiss, President, KCNJ ;
(Rutgers Prep), W. Linden .
Vice President Pat Ippolito, KCNJ ;
Note: The correspondence was Vince Mario, IRC Director; Perry
sent to Principal s and Counselors. Greene, IRC Techni cian; Lt. Jenkins,
Colleges and Universities in the Security; Sgt. Gri sby, Security; Tom
State (incl. Private Institution s). see O 'Donnell, Student Activities; Ethel
Feld, Student Activities; Al TamChart.
Note: The correspondence was bu sci o, Food Services; Betty
sent to Deans.Nice Presidents of Stu- Romanowski , Food Servi ces; Bren dent Affairs, Directors of EOF and da Ritter, TPA; Paul Novembre, TPA.

COll.EGES AND UNIVERSITl~S
IN

NEW JERSEY

Opposite Town Hall

FR(JMPSONS 686-2252
1967 Morris Ave.
Union Center
LUNCH
DINNER

TV in Sloane Lounge
HAPPY HOUR
Mon.-Fri. 4:00-7:00
Bar Area Only

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL
soc DRAFT .

By Jim DeSta fa no

''The Party
To Attend''

FREE
Admission

Party StartsAt 9:00 P.M.

WED. NIGHT LADI ES NIGHT
All Ladies ½ Price Drinks
Bar Area Only

PARKING
In rear of building
off Axion Ave.
or
across stree~
at Town Hall

• Sports
Channel
• 2 TV's

Judging at the midnite hour

Two years ago, Manny Adeleye,
then President of the Senior Class,
purchased two television sets for the
college.
Recently, Tom O' Don nell, Director of Student Activities stumbled
onto these two television sets in a
storeroom. The end result? Two
television sets will be going up in
the College Center.
To elevate the problems of
vandalism and programming,
surveys were run, involving other
colleges to see how such situation s
were handled there.
Vandalism at other institutions
didn't seem to pose a threat.
However, various options were .

Help To Make A
Better Paper!
Stop By
And Sign Up
In CC 119 Now.

given as to how programm ing can
effecti vely be obtai ned.
Two possi ble pl ans that are currentl y under consideration are th e
first come first serve bas is and a programmi ng committee.
The first come first serve basis
would allow an individual who
comes first to select a program.
The programming committee
would be comprised of individuals
who would decide what programs
would be shown for a specific week.
Since the college is not cabilized, cable stations wi 11 not be provided. Student Organization has not
yet decided on a date to install the
1V. sets, but they do wish to have
them up as soon as possible.

StopbylNDY
for Applications
Many Positions Available

,
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Arts and Entertainment
Theatre at Kean - Seductwn Duet
By Sharon MacBride

Matt: Don't . . . That tickles.
Cynthia : Of course. I'm salting you .
(She goes on shaking salt all over
her body, from neck to foot).
Matt: You're what?
Cynthia : Salting you. Disappointed?
Matt: Stop it.
Cynthia: It's just what a hung-over
drunk needs - some salt. A little
rub in the wound .
Matt: Cut it out ... That's enough .
Cynthia: Not yet, Matthews. You 're
still too tasteless. Too limp. Too
bland .
Matt: I am not limp!
If you did not see Lunchtime
Theatre's " Seduction Duet", you
missed a gret show and probably do
not understand what the above excerpt is all about, even though I am
sure you can guess what the last line
refers to. " Seduction Duet" is a
romantic-comedy written by M .H .
Appleman. It was performed on October 14, 15, and 16 /n VE 118 and
was the premiere of the six Lunchtime Theatre productions scheduled for the 1986-87 school year.
The one-act play centers around the
ever popular subject of sex and the
different moral values present in our
society. What happens when the
modern and traditional values conflict is the main thrust of thi s play
and the source of some outrageous
situation s.
D irector Ani Shabazian combined with a good script and the
talented cast of two, Karen Ashey
and Jeff Caplan, to form a half-anhour of coital cra zine ss. For
fres hman Karen thi s was her first
college role, but I would have never
known, judgi ng from her veteranlike performance. She portrayed the
character of Cynthia, a nice girl who
is bei ng chased by every male
animal in her office. Rea/ veteran Jeff
Capl an, credits incl uding " True
West", " Th e Still Alarm ", and
" Diary of Anne Frank'; played Matt,

IMusic

a fellow office worker and nice guy
bordering on nerdhood.
The setting for "Seduction Duet"
was Cynthia's apartment and opened with the return of the two from
a Frick and Frick office party. Cynthia was still frazzled from the sexual advances of office-cad Harold
Buckmaster, which she referred to
as attempted rape. Matt gallantly
came to the rescue and saw her
home: She nervously invited him in
and next came an awkward conversation based on sex from an intellectual standpoint of course. Incidentally, this all took place between leg lifts, jumping jacks, and a
jog around the room . Exercise
relaxes Cynthia. She voiced her
prudish opinion on the topic and
Matt conformed, concealing his
true thoughts, though he made
them quite clear to the audience
through body language and quick
one-liners Cynthia did not catch. " I
read everything about sex I can get
my hands on . .. I mean the sexual
revolution." You get the drift.
Gradua lly the conversation turned
and the subject of alcohol came up.
Taking his cue, Matt excitedly
scavenged through Cynthia's kitchen (Cynthia: "Oh please don't let
him look in the oven. I've got dishes
from Thanksgiving.") and reemerged with a bottle of tequila . Oh no,
suddenly the next Pee Wee Herman
had tran sformed into Don Juan, a
heavy breathing Latin lover ready for
amor. And so the chase began.
When Matt was not getting results,
he officially labeled Cynthia a
tease," ... a fluff, a bluff! " But then
Cynthia turned the tables. She
•straddled Matt and, taking the salt
they had used while drinking the tequ ila, began to salt him from head
to toe, explaining that he was too
bland . (Now do you understand
paragraph one?) Cynthia went
on with the seduction but nothing
happened since she sobered up
before the moment of truth. Now it
was confession time. Matt admitted

that he put Harold up to the attack
so he could rescue her and that he
had admired her from afar since his
first days at Frick and Frick. But wait
a minute. Why was Cynthia laughing? She had been reading Matt's
personal file since day one and had
master-minded the attempted rape
scene with good ol' Harold
Buckmaster to attract Matt's attention . (Get it?) How touching, a
romance made somewhere between the water cooler and the filing cabinet. Matt swept Cynthia off
her feet and the two serenaded each
other as the lights slowly dimmed .
I think we will be seeing Karen
Ashey and Jeff Caplan on stage fre-

quently during their stay at Kean .
These actors have a wide range of
abillty, which was demonstrated
clearly during the play. Both Karen
and Jeff's characters were like Doctor Jeckyll and Mister Hyde. At times
they were shy, nervous, and inhibited. Then, thanks to the affects
of alcohol, they became wild, aggressive and seductive. These different moods were performed well.
Also, I will give them another gold
star for being able to do a comedy.
When watching a drama, it is often
difficult to tell just what the audience's response is. The performer
receives feedback by. measuring applause or by comments made after

the show. But comedy is not so
kind. The actor knows, while in the
midst of a scene, where he stands
because of a dreaded invention call- ·
ed the laugh-a-meter. It is every
comic's fear to hear the laugh-ameter in the off position after the
delivery of his punch line. The audience was on full volume for
" Seduction Duet", with not one
fake chuckle in the house. Bravo to
Ani, Karen, and Jeff for bringing an
entertaining and funny play to Kean.
I definitely got my 50 cents' worth!
The next Lunchtime Theatre productions are " lmpromptu " and "A
Happy Journey" to be performed in
December.

news I At the pub

By Eric L. Greenberg

By Sharon Ma cBride

October is almost gone but the
Remember MICHAEL JACKSON?
The perennial musical do-gooder last two weeks at the pub are jamhas paired up with heavy rappers packed with a month's full of activiRUN D.M.C. for a tune on his new ty. Tonight is a big night at the pub
album. The song, as yet untitled, and D.J. Frank is giving a dance parwill be an anti-crack venture ... ty with fifty cent Stroh's from 10:00
Here comes the bride! WHOOP! to 11:00 p.m. Friday is movie day
GOLDBERG, premier comic and with The Warriors being shown at
star of Jumpin' Jack Flash, has tied 5:00 and 8:00 p.m. If your budget
the knot with filmmaker DAVID is low, come to the pub on SaturCLAESSEN , Guitarist/Singer NAN - day for a spaghetti feast complete
CY WILSON of HEART recentl y got with garlic bread for $3.00. Sunday
hitched to CAMERON CROWE, is " eye for an eye" at 4:00 and 6:00
author of Fast Times at Ridgemont p.m. What is that? Go down to the
H igh. and MADONNA look-alike pub for that answer. Monday night
ROSANNA ARQUETTE exchanged is football night and 16 oz . Stroh's
rings with record producer JAMES are on sa le fo r $1.00. Secret AdNEWTON HOWARD ... SMOKEY mirers is being shown at 5:00 p.m.
ROBIN SON is back in The Music The movie on Tu esday is Aliens,
News w ith a new song w ritten w ith shown at 5:00 p.m. Then it's time
IVO RY STO N E. The song, is entitl- to party with D.). Cliff and the rock
ed Love Will Set You Free and it has and ro ll review. And guess what's
been selected as the theme to the on sale - Stroh's at fifty cents.
upcoming motion picture SolarGremlins are coming to the pub
babies . . . HUEY LEWIS makes the on Wednesday, film at 5:00 p.m.,
news this week with a number one and every Wednesday means Ladies
album, Fore!, and a number one Night. All girls pay half price to ensingle, Happy To Be Stuck W ith joy D.). dancing. Stroh's on sale at
You. Way to go HUEY. By th e way, $1.00. Don't miss the fun and oppordid you ever noti ce that the guy tunity to party with your fellow
w ho does the Numark and Lewis students during October at the pub.
commercials looks like HUEY
LEWIS? Naw, it couldn't be .. .
FRANK ZAPPA contin ues his drive
to combat rock censorship. He is
Feature Writers
di stributing awareness packs called
Z-PACS to any takers. For info on
Needed
how to get one ca ll 1-818-PUMFor Kean
PKIN ... Retraction ; Last weeks
Music News had drummer Gregg
INDEPENDENT
Bissonette and guitarist STEVE VAi
as Gary Bissonette and Steve Val .. .
our apologies.

Call: 355-0175

Jeff Caplan and Karen Ashey get acquainted during " Seduction Duet:'

"A pure and jubilant extension of David Byrne's distinctive
world view. His presence goes a long way toward
giving the film Its breezy, accessible tone."
-

Janet Maslin, THE NEW YORK TIMES

" Hilarious! One of the wildest, weirdest pick-me-ups
of the year !"
- Peter Travers, PEOPLE ~
,

" Brilliant! A triumph! Provocative,
dizzying, satisfying and,
above all, tremendous fun!"
- Susin Shapiro, N.Y. DAILY NEWS MAGAZINE

" * * *½*One of the most
auspicious directorial debuts ·
of the 198O's. 'True Stories'
is an 'Our Town ' for our times:•
- Joseph Gelmis, NEWSDAY

"A celebration of
spe~ialness ! "
-Jami Bernard, NEW YORK POST

NOW PLAYING
AN AKO CINEMA 5 THEATRE

ISUTTON I

571h St and 3rd Ave · PL 9-1411

/

STARTS FRIDAY OCT. 24
AT SELECTED THEATRES !
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Movies

Thurs., October 23, 1986

- Peggy Sue got married (or did she?)

By Stan.si J. Farka.s
" If I knew then what I know now
. . : • How often have you wished
you could go back in time and relive certain periods in your life, only to change the outcome, armed
with your present knowledge? This
hypothesis is the basis for Peggy Sue
Got Married. Kathleen Turner (body
Heat) is Peggy Sue, who falls unconscious at her 25 year high
school reunion and finds herself
tran sported back in time to her
senior year in high school (We are
never quite sure if this physically
happens or whether it's a subconsciou s journey in her mind.) ·
Catherine H icks has a supporting
role as her best friend; Nicolas Cage
is Charley, her high schoo l
sweetheart and future husband.
Peggy Sue knows she and Charley
are destined for divorce in the
future, so she faces the choice of
fo ll owing her original path or
changing her destiny.-Along the way

Baseball
hype
By Eric L. Greenberg
First there was Michael Jackson .
Then, there was Bruce Springsteen.
Now it's ... The New York Mets?
That's right! The New York Mets.
The glamour boys of baseball have
hit the mainstream and hit it hard.
Everywhere you turn, there they are.
They are unavoidable! They have
finally reached the ultimate in
Baseball Hype!
Don ' t get me wrong . The
Metropolitans always have and
always will be MY team . This article is geared mo re towards those
overni ght fa ns. You know, the ones
who fe ll in lave with Jim M c M ahon .

The people who root for the
Dodgers or the Cowboys or even
Jimmy Connors .. . just because
they always win.
For us Met faithfuls, we can see
through the hype. We know the real
Mets. For the newborn fans, the
ones that will be gone when the
Mets fall from grace, there is the
overload of unnecessary glitz. Let's
take~ look at what's happening to
our boys from New York. To begin
w ith there is the book by Keith Hernandez entitled If At First. Interesting reading, but I think we all
know by now that Keith smokes
cigarettes. How about Dwight (Dr.
K. ) Gooden? Two books and an
album? This while working all summer long and for all practical purposes, still being in the classification
of a youngster? Talented he is, for
sure. Articulate he is not. I've even
heard there is a work of literature
evolving in the mind of that incredible baseball genius Davey Johnson.
Good does come, however, from the
oversized Media blitz . Met players
have become nationally recogniz·ed heros to many youngsters. Some
players such as Gary Carter, have
given their ti me to do announcements to create public
awareness for such issues s illiteracy
'l nd drug abuse.
Amidst all these extracurricular
activities the Mets have learned to
perform. Not on the field mind you,
that they already know how to do,
but on the screen. yes! The video
screen Let's Go, Metsgo? Come on .
Don't insult The New York Mets: An
Amazin' Era. Fun it has been .
Amazi ng? Let's be realistic. What
we are witnessing is the transition
of the nationa l pastime into the national commercial.
Speaking of commercia ls, Darryl
Strawberry for milk. Ron Darling for
soda . Roger McDowell for used
cards. Dwight Gooden and Gary
Carter for fi lm. Gary Carter for
newspapers and . soap. Ti m
Mccarver for President?
Let's Go Mets!

she fulfills a sexual fantasy for the
class poet, Michael Fitzpatrick. He
asks her to move to Utah so he can
be a polygamous writer while she
and his other wife farm potatoes.
Peggy Sue declines his generous offer, but they do share a starry night,
and she assures him he will write
about it some day.
Peggy Sue confides in the class
valedictorian about her displaced
predicament and tells him of
futuristic achievements: Neil Armstrong walking on the moon, computer chips, and the greatest invention of all , pantyhose.
Nicolas Cage (Birdy, Valley Girl,
Racing with the Moon) usually im-

presses me as a dynamic actor with wasn't she wearing the exact outfit
great range. But here he only she had worn on that day years
manages to grate on my nerves with earlier?
an annoying nasal voice, inconsisAn espceially insulting sequence
tent with his character. The affected was set with Peggy Sue's grandfather
voice becomes a distraction and and his lodge (a la Honeymooners).
damages an otherwise great Despite the initial cutesy parody of
lodges, their hats, and the symperformance.
One detail the director seemed to bolisms thereof, the movie carried
overlook was Peggy Sue's dress. At the joke too far and the scene
the reunion she wore her authetic became contrived and hokey-pokey.
prom dress, and when she magicalPeggy Sue Got Married is a
ly awoke in high school she still classic example of a great idea with
wore the same sleeveless party nowhere to go. The concept of ti me
dress. No one wears a prom dress travel is certainly not original,
on a regular school day, while giv- although thi s movi e does treat the
ing blood ! And her inappropriate question " What if?" with poignanclothing went unnoti ced . Why - cy and humor. But the writer(s)

didn't seem to know how to get out
of the situation once it was
presented and partially developed.
The ending arrives with a jolt and
the story is tied up too neatly for my
taste.
If you don't analyze too deeply
and can overlook the inconsistencies,. Peggy Sue is an enjoyable
reflection of 1960. Kathleen Turner
is convincing in the title role,
managing the teenage and adult sequences, very much as Lea Thompson did in Back to the Future.
Although Peggy Sue comes at the
subject matter from a different
angle, it is nevertheless a lot of fun .
Saddle shoes, and all, it's a B +.

Thurs., October 23, 1986
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Announcements
National College
Internship Service

Reception for
Dr. Edwin Thomason
Tuesday, Oct. 28
1:45-2:45 p.m.

Sisters of
Sigma Beta Chi
Second Open Tea

Important
Announcement For
Fall Undergraduates

Attention:
Computer Science
Majors

The National College Internship Service, NCIS, of New
Meet the sisters of Sigma
All students admitted to
You are reminded that
York assists undergraduate
The English Department . Beta Chi at their 2nd Open Tea Kean College before Fal 1984 registration advisement and
and graduate students to ob- and the English Club cordial - _ "The Big Game Tea" on who have not completed permits to register will be
tain individually designed in- ly invite you to a reception in Thursday, October 23, 1986, Freshman
Composition available at the special EVENternships in their major fields honor of Dr. Edwin Thomason Downs Hall Room B. Come (whether regular or ESL) must ING advisement sessio_ns on
during Summer 1987 and De- to celebrate the publication of met the sisters and bring a take ENG 1010, Freshman the following dates between
cember/January Intersession An Epic on Epigrams. It will friend.
Composition , as soon as the hours of 7:00 and 8:00
1986-1987. Placements are take _place on Tuesday, O c - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - , possible. This course will be p.m.: Monday, October 27,
available in New York City,
phased out within several 1986 - Room T-210, Tuesday,
28 1 45 2 45
tong Island and Westchester. tober 201 • : - :
~n
AA
Meeting
semesters. If you have any T-211, Wednesday, October 29,
Early application is essential. Willis
B. R.S.V.P. to r. 0 n
Alcoholic's Anonymous is
·
1
t t Dr
1986 _ 2nd Fir. Tcownsend
Bauer (W-305H) at 527-2059 or
questions, P ease con ac
•
Write or call : National College 20 ~3 by October 24 _
having a closed meeting on Weinstein or Dr. Koros in the Lounge, and Thursday, OcI(1ternship Service, 374 New
Tuesday from 1:40 to 3:00 p.m. Department of English.
tober 30, 1986 - 2nd Fir.
York Avenue, Huntington, New 1 - - - - - - - -- - - - - i Call Hot Line for location at 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ; Townsend Lounge. Students
York 11743, (516) 673-0440. On
289-9100 or 527-2360.
Interested in Teaching? are encouraged to take advan·
Free Smoking
·
campus .in format·10n 1s
ava,·1 Are you or do you plan to be tage of t h e convenience
of able through the Career and
Cessation Group
a mai·or in: (1) English (2) fered by these sessions.
Parents & Friends Of Mathematics (3)
Interns h.1p Pl acemen t off'ices.
Biology (4). 1 - - - - - - - - - - - 0ffered By The
Lesbians ~ Gays
Chemistry/Physics (5) Earth
Notice to Pre-Medical
Counseling Center
Meetings Planned
Science (6) History (7) Political
Storytellers and Poets
and
Our meetings are on these- Science (8) Sociology (9)
THE GRUBSTREET
tote BUI·1d·mg 126 cond
BookS
Sunday
of
each
month
at
Economics
or
(9)
Spanish?
Pre-Dental Students
WRITER
Mondays
the Munn Avenue PresbyterWould you like to know
The Pre-Medical Advisory
(Kean College's
Starts Monday, November ian Church, 7 South Munn about an undergraduate pro- Committee held its organizaLiterary Magazine)
3rd (for 5 weeks) . Proven Avenue at Freeway Drive, East gram here at Kean which tional meeting on Tuesday, OcWe are accepting submis- techniques, please call and Orange. We meet from 2:30 would certify you to teach your tober 7, 1986. Dr. L. Kampa of
sions for prose, poetry, and sign up - 527-2083, if the time p.m. to 4:30 p.m . in a relaxed major subject in Middle, the Chemistry-Physics DepartOne Act Plays. Mailboxes or day is a problem let us know and cordial atmosphere. There Jun ior, or Senior High ment was selected as chairlocated in English Dept., Willis that too ; we may have a se- are no dues or fees.
Schools?
person of the committee.
305.
cond day.
Don't Wait!
Students seeking admission to
Come to the ICA Depart- medical or dental schools are
ment in Willis 105 - to find out asked to contact Dr. Kampa in
The Legendary
about the required sequence order to secure information
"Dr. Dirty"
of courses for teaching your about
the
application
major subject.
procedures.
John Valby
You will be under no
Dr. Kampa can be reached
obligation if you consult us.
Little Theatre
at Ext. 2487 or room C223.
Education Has Become Other committee members
College Center
who are also available tor
A Growth Industry
guidance are Dr. Madeline
Thurs.. Nov. 20, 1986 More And More Persons Butler,
Dr. Paula Getzin, Dr.
Are Choosing A Career Amelia Smith and Dr. Dale
8:00 P.M.
In Teaching
Vitale.
On Sale Soon

g~·

SPRING/1987
SEMESTER
ADVANCE REGISTRATION

October 21 - 31. 1986
Course Bulletins Will Be
Distributed In=

~

rnw •

rn1a¢n~~

MON-FRl(8=30AM-4=30PMJ
OCTOBER 16.17.20.21.22.23.
24,27.28,29.30.31
~~~

MON-THUR(8=30AM-8=00PMJ
SAT(8=30AM-11=30AMJ
OCTOBER 16.18.20.21.22.23.
25.27.28.29.30

CCB Presents
Jorma
Solo Acoustic

The Second City
Touring Company
Little Theatre
TONIGHT
College Center
Little Theatre
Tuesday,
November 11, 1986 Students s5oo
8:00 & 10:00 p.m. Public sgoo
SENIORS
November 14, 1986
Is The Date!
Seniors, anticipating graduation in June
1987 must file an application for graduation before November 14, 1986. This will
assure seniors of a graduation evaluation
prior to the Add/drop period of registration
of their final semester. Applications are
available in the Registrar's Office (Administration Building-1st floor).

Student Council
Meeting
Dates
November 7
3:00 PM.
Alumni Lounge
November 21
4:00 PM.
Alumni Lounge

Dec. 5 and -19
3:00 PM.
Alumni Lounge

Thurs., October 23, 1986
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Classifieds
Shipping/Receiving Clerk (Part
time). Industrial Distributor requires part time Shipper/Receiver
in an office environment. Four/five
hours per day at student's convenience. Walter Bl Gallagher Company, 609 Boulevard, Kenilworth ,
N.J. 07033- contact Mrs. Davidson at (201) 272-8800.

$$$ For Ride From Roselle Park
to Kean Every Day. 8:30-9:00
a-.m. (1-Way only). Please call
JEANNE MAJOR AT OFFICE
a m . or p.m ., 527-2357 or
527-2387.
Part Time Telephone Interviews
- No Selling - Paid ll'alnlng.
Accepting applications for permanent part time interviewers. Good
reading ability necessary. Flexible
schedules available for college
students. Call Jo Favor between
9:00 a.m. and 12 noon, Mon-Fri. ,
at 654-4000.
Tired, exhausted, experiencing
streu? Why don't you get away
on a vacation for a ½ hour to 1
hour. Set up an appointment for a
certified, Swedish, sport or foot
massage or purchase a special
gift certificate. Call Steven J. GutJman, C.R.M .T. at 687-4549.

·Independent Personals

Elizabeth Garden Apartment.
Have available now two studio
apartments. For further information, please call Alma at 527-9064.

The OSU (Orange Student Union)
will be having our 1st meeting on
Tuesday College Hour in the
" So I'll be your friend, and I won't "Navel" Room. All you orange peobe your lover ... cause we know in ple please be there or we'll squeeze
our hearts we agree, we can't be .the juice out of you. Sun R Kist
both to each other, no we can't be
both friends and lovers: ' For C.M.11'. Amy, I love to see you at the Pub!
You look great!! I am to shy to ask
"Miss White:' Go the the darn d,,c. you out; but, maybe soon . Your
tor!!! Go get healthy!!! Ben
Admirer
Bill, " Let's make love one more ti me
and be best friends fo r life!" Susan

Townsend Lectures Wants To
Hire Undergraduate. The Townsend lecture Series is interested
in hiring an undergraduate student to head the 1987-88 lecture
series. The job involves helping to
decide who will be coming to
Kean and doing the important
followup work that ensures the
success of the lecture. This is a
great opportunity to meet some
great people and be exposed to
new and exciting ideas. If you are
interested, please contact John
Magill in the Student Activities
Office.

Break-A-Leg(s), To the ca•; t of
" Dames at Sea;' Love You A il, Sue
Benford
Tim Benford, U R My favorite
freshman - welcome to Kean (Hem
are those mid-term s, going?) love
You, S.

House To Share. Cooking
privileges, located in Maplewood .
Fair rate. Call after 4:30 p.m. 761-4129.

IIIIAICH PAPIIB
16,278 to choose from-all subjects

Order Calalog Today wilh Visa/MC or COO

-

· sqnq;l~~J;;93e22

Or, rush $2.00 to: ReMarch Aaalatance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN , Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

$$
T =· v-Jas

a semester
before Christmas
and all through the
school, not a student
had mone y e x cept for Joe
Cool. Min i mum wage earners
li v e h a nd t o mouth while Joe
Cool l iv e s l i ke Rodney, back to
s c ho o l. so
d o n '' t be a ·

F U O O L.
Ca ll BARl.ENDERS ACADEMY
at 2 01 ---9:25---0095

To The Other Half Of "Second
Time Around:' You let me down,
babe! I don't want to lose you - are
" we" worth fightin g for?
Carmen, " When I said that I love
you, I meant that I love you 4-ever,
and I'm gonna keep on loving you "
- "U No Who"
Play me " Somewhere In Time" one
more time, so she'll kncm that I ICNe
her after I leave her.

Good Morning Buddy, You are my
pal! "Help me make the most of
freedom and of pleasure, nothing
ever lasts forever. Everybody wants
to rule the world:' I like you lots and
lots. Ya Cum On
' Ed, " I'm th inking" I mi ght be falling in love with you. Hope we share
a bed again soon. Hold me tight I need you . Jugs

. . .. .

.

•

Sigma Mu Kappa, Let's slam da nce
together and then do the wave. Phi
Zeta Omicron
John, Let's do lunch and then eat in
my room .

.
• • • • .
. .
. . .
•
..
.
. . . •• ..
.

.. .
.. . . . . •
. • "OPEN . HOUSE"
•••

•
♦

WEDNESDAY
" * •
1986
OCTOBER
29,
*
*
*
*
"
* * *
12:00 PM TO 3:00 PM
•
•
1 12
CC
*
•
*
•
FRIEND
•
• BRING A
•
LET ' S GET ACQUAINTED !
"

..

"

•

.

.

a I ways a

To The Lady with the White
Lipstick, I want you, the faster, the
better. Your Admirer
Delta Mu Delta, Where are the
shrooms?
Leah, Good article. By the way,
Happy Birthday. F & J

Cindy, Knock, knock! Who's there?.
Jumpin' Jack Flash. - Return I lost it at Nu Theta Chis mi xer!

Guys, For a good time dial nox.
To The 508 Burch, Than x for the
fun - please don't feed the animals!
Carrie, Sounds like a personal problem to me! Denice
Insatiable #2, I hear Dunkin Donuts
is a real " happening place:' Have '.
anymore high collar sweaters? Insatiable #1

Aurora, Thank you for being such
a good friend . Gabriel
E.M., Had a great weekend - you
got a record and what did Daryl get?
I want a harpoon and a pickle!
To All Point Keepers of Sigma Beta
Tau, The points are sti II accumulating. You all kncm the rules.
Good luck.
Patti, How's Hoover? Sandy

Fifi, Been near any vacuum
cleaners lately? Boo Boo

Majid, When are we getting
married?

Julie-rah, What is it you do like, a
rat? So Cool! Love, Terri-rah

To B.P., Meet me at the football fie ld
tomorrow night at 8:00. Extremely
ex icted and anxiously waiti ng keep the rise!!! The Girl with the
Black Lipstick

To Insatiable #1, Do we need to
fo rm a new tea m? Make up your
mi nd already!! Insatiable #2

My Asst. Sec., I want you!!!
Sandy, The Hoover man cometh
and left his mark. Patti
Mark Malara, I've been admi ring
you from afa r. I hope that one of
these days you ' ll noti ce me. Secret
Admirer

Fabe, I don't know why I have to
wri te this but Wild Woman Step h
told me " I said I would"? I must
have been f-ked up! Tim

User, You have shown your true colors. I thought you were special but
I guess I was wrong. Look in
Websters under RELATIONSH IP,
your defi nition is way out of
whack.Used

Diane, Because of you my life has
a new and better meaning. Because
of you there is happiness in my life.
Because·of you I have found the true
mean ing of love. All thi s is because
of you . And I love your for it!! love,
Jason

Mike Timney, I've got the hots for
you babe.

Dr. Lorber, Buy some new clothes.
A Concerned Student

Billy Collins, We' re jamming. John
R.

Wonder Mike, Long underwear is
long underwear. I don't care if you
wear it on top or underneath. The
Wonder Gang

To Those Of You Who Are Wondering: Yes, I'm still looking for a placeto live! Anne Marie (The Homeless)

Some advice is wasted on the wiser
. . . it's Faa bulous! The Gang
Behind The Desk

Attention Anyone Who Is Infected
With Penocytosis, Please contact
Health Services.

Wooddawg, It is a proven fact that
finge rs--can cause sickness. Beware
the finger!! The Wonder Gang

Toey Googs, Have you gotten over
the "problem" that "arose" on Tuesday? Insatiable #1 & 2 P.S. Try a cold
shower, it works every time.

To One of Renee's Buda's Sweetmates, You slimeball. Renee's not
phony, you are a slimeball.

Eileen, Love you . JR

Comics Are Back!
Look For The New Comic
Section Next Week
Submissions Welcome.

many gorgeous bodies on one campus. I'd personally like to treat each
one of you . If you enjoy physicals
write back! The Doctor

To Carlos and Lester, Join us fo r
more fun in the Pub Tues. night.
Rho, Sigma, and Chi!

" On ce a mu skrat,
muskrat."

.

To All Girls! I have never seen so

PooPoo Head, I hope you have an
incredible birthday and that we are
still best buddies for all the ones still
to come. I love you . F.A. - Your
Whiny, Jewish, Best Buddy

Brat, By the way, before you come
out of the kitchen, take off all your
clothes. Rico
501 Burch, The bitchiness Is intense! Who shall win! Love Ya!
Monark
Maria & Beth, Thanks for always
understanding! love Ya, Monark

Eleanor, Mike, & Rich: DITTO, you
spouting out whale mouth lips!
Love, A Goddess (Lip Neck) P.S. El
buy a baton, wi ll ya? You twirl
wretch.
Him: " I fee l like a Bu mble Bee."
Her: You're acti ng like a Honey
Be@: ' Him: " I been a Sea Bee." Her:
" I am the Queen Bee." Him: "~hit
you 're j ust a BANSHEE ON K.P.
Ho Thundercats! The D2 Connection is back in action ! Welly them
high and hard! Let's go Nova Kean!
Love In Defense, Panthro
To Kenny The Janitor, We mi ss the
jingle, jangle, ji ngle of your keys,
keys, keys. Love, The Women of the
College Center
To Wasteland Tramp I - To love
yourself is the greatest love of all,
keep up the good spirits, BMW and
the 2 H's. for a long time. Wasteland
Tramp II
Does Cindi Lauper si ng like Elmer
Fudd or is it just me? Bugs

Barney, Keep off Wilma. Fred
Deanna, You turn me on. I love it
w hen you wear those tight pants
w ith that hot red blazer. You get me
excited in ph ilosophy and I have to
cove r my love · for you wi th my
notebook. Look forwa rd to seeing
you next week, although I'm too shy
to reveal my identity. Hot 4 U

Erika, Happy Birthday! Love Your
Friends At The Indy

To Miss Moisture, If you are looking for well hung you are looki ng
in the w rong place. Look in Sozio
211, not 212. The Big One

Eggbert, I' ll only go out wi th you
w hen you grow up (a few inches) .
Wanting More

For Sale: 4 Studs, see 411 Burch.

Well-hung, young stud looking for
action of a feminine sort. See - The
Bowler From Hell

Say it in the Independent Personals.
All personals must be 25 words or
less and are subject to approval. No
more than 1 personal per
submitter.
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Intramural and recreational sports
Revised Hours
D~ngola Swimming Pool
Effective Monday, October 6, 1986
through Friday, December 12, 1986
1st half of the semester: September 15 to October 28
Morning/Afternoon
Evening
Monday
3:00-5:00 p.m.
7:40-10:00 p.m.
Tuesday
1:45-4:00 p.m.
7;40-10 :00 p.m.
Wednesday
11 :00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
7:40-10:00 p.m.
Thursday
10:00 a.m.-12 :00 p.m.
1:45-5 :30 p.m.
7: 30-10 :00 p.m.
Friday
. 1:00-5:30 p.m.
7:30-9:00 p.m.
Saturday
11 :00 a.m .-3 :00 p.m.
Sunday
11 :00 a.m .-3:00 p.m .
2nd half of the semester: October 29 to December 12
Morning/Afternoon
Evening
Monday
12:15-3:00 p.m.
6:00-10 :00 p.m:"
Tuesday
12:15-3:00 p.m.
7:30-10:00 p.m.
Wednesday
11 :00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
6:00-10:00 p.m.
Thursday
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
7:40-10:00 p.m .
Friday
1:00-3:00 p.m .
7:30-9:00 p.m.
Saturday
11:00 a.m .-3 :00 p.m.
Sunday
11:00 a.m.-3 :00 p.m.
*On Monday, November 3 and 10, the pool will be open
from 7:40-10:00 p.m.
PLEASE NOTE: On Wednesday, October 29 and December 3, the
pool opens at 12:30 p.m. (instead of 11:00 a.m .)

Club news
Womens lacrosse organizi,ng

,..A~:.,;\~

( -zr~; :: Depcrtmeri

of

ranual- Recredicral Spa-ls

~ J Dvisbl of Sj:ats Obs

fitne.ss a .
e-xe.rc.1se.
Informal, recreati,on closings

There will be an organizational
meeting for all women interested in
playing club lacrosse on Tuesday,

November 18th at 1:40 p.m . in
D'Angola Gym, Room 126.
The club practices several after-

noons every week and will compete
against local colleges during the
Spring Semester.

CLASS Tlf"ES :

The Informal Recreation facilities
will be closed on the foll~ing
days:
The D'Angola swimming pool
will open at 12:30 p.m. (not 11:00
a.m.) on Wednesday, October 29th

only due to a special class.
all informal recreation facilities
will close at 5:00 p.m. on Friday,
October 31.
All informal recreation facilities
will be closed on Saturday,

November 1st due to the home football game. The regular schedule
resumes on Sunday.
Also, please note revised swimming pool hours listed on page.

Big turnout for volleyba/,l
Last week was the start of the infamous
Intramural
Co-Rec
Volleyball Season . Exhibition games
got off to an enthusiastic start with
a fifteen plus team turn-out.
Separated into two divisions - the
Northern Division includes: The
Reds, Chicos Kean, Sigma Beta Tau
Mixed Nuts, Team Bong, the Bar-

barians IV, lgnatious Fuzz and the
Hollywood Knights. The Southern
Division includes: Sigma Beta Tau
and Friends, lnterforce, the Raiders,
the Spikers, Hotline Flames, Captain
Jack, the Scots, and the Vietnamese
Divi sion. All of the teams look to
be very strong and evenly matched

so it should prove to be an interesting season . The Department of
Intramural-Recreational Sports
wishes to extend Good Luck to all
of you. Remember there are no officials so please let's make this an
honest and fair season, respect your
opponent, Thank You .

MONDAY
!IONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNE SD.~Y
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
THURSDAY
SATURDAY

4:00 - 5:00 PM
7:30 - 8:30 PM
8:00 -

9:00 PM
4:30 - 5:30 PW

CSW-!18
CSW-116
CSW-118
CSW-118

8 :JO P1"I

CSW-118

4:CO - 5:00 PM
8:00 - 9:00 PM
11:00 -12 : 00 PM

CSW-118
CSW-118
CSW-118

1:3 0 -

n REGlSTRATION REQUIRED..
REGISTER:
INTRAMURAL- P.'.:CR~ATIOPJAL SPORTS OFFICE
D'ANGOLA GYM D104 X 2002

1----------.....________________
IJept-. c/ lntl'a~ur-al • 'R,eel'sa.~lcna.l

SpD,.l'J

/)i,.,i,sic11, C, lnl'l'a,,,11,wls

Sweet Leaf undefeated
Last week in Intramural Whiffleball - Sweet Leaf pulled into the
lead as they won both their games
this
past week
remaining
undefeated going into the third
week of regular season play. Grand

Slam and Team Waffle II now stand
at a tie for second place with each
team at a 3-1 r~cord . Also, battling
it out for third place, the One Hitters and the Yahoos stand at 2-2

each. And last, but not least, is that
never ending battle for last place are
the winless frat boys, Delta Force
and Sigma Beta Tau . Keep swinging
guys. The season is long from over.

Flag footba/,l underway
The Flag Football season opened
on Sunday, October 12th with victories by the Medics, Sigma -Theta
Chi and the Headhunters.
Sigma Theta Chi defeted the EEO
WARRIORS (now known as Express)
12-6, scoring the winning

touchdown at the end of the game.
The Headhunters were victorious
over Sigma Beta Tau, scoring 5
touchdowns; one on a 40 yard pass
from T.J. to Nate Campbell.
The Medics took advantage of an
extra point conversion in the first

half to outscore Identity Crisis 14-12.
All teams begin play in the double elimin_ation tour:1ament- Sunday, October 19th. Each team plays
until losing 2 games, which allows
a team the opportunity to continue
play even after a bad game or an
upset.

Men's Swim Club
Tuesday, .October 28
4:30-6:00 .P.M. - D'Angola Pool
All are welcome to come swim.

PLAC

PeOTIAU

®lilrt~Dll\M

NEEDED
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Gothic's defense, Stevenson batter ·reeling Cougars 35-7

By John Nalbone
In yea rs past, the Jersey City College offense never had too much
trouble putting points on the
scoreboard, the problem was keeping their opponents from scoring
more. In 1986, they are still finding
the endzone, and the defense, after
a shaky start, is now taking control
of the game. " We've given up 89
points in our first six games, with
our first allowing 61 ," said Jersey City CO\lch Roy Miller. "The defense
is rea/ly playing well."
Jersey City (4-2), which has allowed only 30 points in it's last three
games, won it's third in a row, 35-7
over the Cougars on Saturday.
But the defense was not the only
factor contributing to the Kean
demise. Quarterback Joe Stevenson
threw four touchdown passes, and
Chris Wilkins returned a kickoff 101

.
.
yards for a touchdown to help the Fishetti scored on a keeper from the
Scoring Summary
two yard line. John Mattos con- Jersey City 6 22 7 0 -35
~othics to a 22-7 halftime lead.
Stevenson, a 6-3, 212-pound verted the extra point to give Kean
Kean
. 0
7 0
O - 7
a 7-6 lead. But Wilkins' return for a J-Dortch 25 pass from Stevenson
sophomore, has thrown 11
touchdown passes in the last three touchdown on the ensuing kickoff
(kick failed)
games. Three of his four TDs were really took the wind out of the kean
K-Fishetti 3 run (Mattos kick)
to senior split end Vince Dortch. sails. "We start the game playing •)-Wilkins 101 kick return (Fuzia pass
Dortch has 34 receptions for 596 very well , and then we just fall
from Minervini)
and six TDs this season. In his ,apart," Coach Jim Hazlet said. " It's
career, Dortch has pulled in 194 obvious that the adversity always
passes, 27 for touchdowns, and gets the best of us."
2,875 yards in receptions.
Clinton Miller made the first of his
EXTRA POINTS: Kean falls to-1 -3
three interceptions to help set up
Jersey City's first score. Outside in the N.J.A.C. Glassboro and Montlinebacker Larry Robinson picked clair State lead at 3-0. Split-End
off one, with inside lineback Mike Steve Turner and Quarterback Anthony Fishetti are injured and will
VanNosdall grabbing another.
Kean (2-5), took it's only lead of not play when Kean meets Wesely
the game after Mike Iezzi picked up College on Saturday. Stevenson was
a fumble at the Jersey City 20. Two 9-20-186. Dortch caught 6 passes for
126.
plays later, Quarterback Anthony

)-Dortch 60 pass from Stevenson
(Minervini kick)
)-Dortch 15 pass from Stevenson
(Minervini kick)
)-McKay' 36 pass from Stevenson
(Minervini kick)

Rutgers volleys past Cougars
By Wa lter Forrester
(10/14) Kean · College Cougars
dropped their second conference
match last Tuesday to Rutgers
Scarlet Knights, after winning the
first of the best of five series.

The Cou-gars coming off a road
tournament, where th ey went 0-4,
now have an overal l record of 4-12 .
Deceiving as this may be, the
Cougars are still ranked in conference play with a 3-2 record, their

on ly losses to William Paterson College, and Rutgers University.
Going up against a tough Rutgers
team (7-7), the Cougars fell prey to
their own mistakes, losing three out
of four games. In the game that the
Cougars won, Carolyn Allen of
Teaneck, played dominating ball, as
well as Cathy Kimm of Cranford.
Carolyn, a junior, was very strong
in the first game, putting away 5 of
6 spikes. Although Carolyn was
strong in the first game, her efforts
later subsided. Kathy, a freshman,
was mutually impressive putting
away 3 of 4 spikes, but blocking
well in all games.
Coach Ed Saggio expressed his
concern over the lack of communication between hi s players,
and hinted that individ uals were
playing independently, not playing
toward s a team effort.
According to Coach Saggio, " This
is a young team, there are no seniors
on the team at all." With a littl e
more ex peri ence thi s team could
poss ibly grow, and stop making
careless errors.

Photo by Terr y Brooks

Womens soccer
boosts record 9-2-1
Union, NJ-The Kean College
women's soccer team added three
wins to its record last week boosting
the Cougars' season to 9-2-1. The
victories came at the hands of
Manhattanville 4-1, Union 15-0, and
Dickinson 2-0.
Cougar coach Terry Hedden lauded the play of sweeper Robin Wright
(jr., Bricktown) as excellent. She also

praised forwards Donna Crupi (fr. ,
Randolph), Madelyn Palko (sr.,
Edison), Kri s Augustine (fr., Haskill),
Jackie Richardson (jr. , Kearny) and
Margaret Schalk (so., Kearny) for
their potent offensi~ play.
Kean meets division I opponent
Adelphi and Southampton Col Iese
before returning home to host Monmouth on Oct. 22

Mens basketball, new attitude
October 15, 1986 at 12:01 a. m., ·
that's right, 12:01 a.m ., the Kean
College Men's Basketball program
took on a " New Attitude" and a
" New Look ."
The " New Attitude" adopted by
Coach K.C. Moss includes; a) Mandatory supervised Study Halls held
in one of three classrooms at
D;A.ngola Gym, b) Bi-Weekly conference by either phone or inperson with academic professors
concerning statu s of student/athlete,
c) A no nonsense approach to
alcohol and drug use and d) A
series of dormitory visits at various
hours to check dormitory habits and
lifestyle.
The " New Look" includes a
revamping of the 1986-87 Cougar
Squad. The " Cougars" not only
have size and talent, they will have
extreme depth on the bench. Clawing for a spot on the (12 away, 15
home), squad are returning lettermen, Andy Wojtunik 6-3, East
Orange, Jacob Samuels 6-2 ,
Lakewood and Captain Al Higgin s
6-4, East Orange. Four student/athletes will be the focus of a
much improved group of dedicated
student/athletes. Pat McCoy, 6'6",
out of Howell wins red-shirted last
season and seems to be the anchor
for a strong front line. Mare Mitchell, 6'5", transfer from Div. I
Panhandle University in Oklahoma,
will be a strong force at this level
of competition, Mare's hometown
is Plainfield. The freshman athlete

of the year could be one of several Cougars into the playoffs," says
fine ball players. Anthony Walker, Head Coach K.C. Moss." With a
6'5': from Lakewood and Greg Zim- new approach to basketball at this
level I expect our atheltes to be
merman, 6'6", out of Metuchen are
ready for any task. Led by Higgins,
high · caliber swing men. Kevin
Nance, 6'2", Lakewood and Steve McCoy, Mitchell, Samuels HamCumber, 6'2''. Metuchen, will make mery and Freshman All-State Anthe 17' three point I ine (new for all thony Walker, the Cougas look like
the long shot.
divisions this year) seem as though
The Cougar schedule includes a
it were a lay-up shot. They are both
deadly from distant range. All four tip-off journey at Frostbu rg Univerare solid defensive players. Also try- sity 11/21-22 and a holiday tournaing to find a spot in the Cougar Den ment at Washington and Lee
wil be tran sfer guard Darryl Ham- University. With a lot of hard work
. and sacrifice, this could be the start
mery, 5'10".
Rounding of the open-tryout ses- of something good.
sion s will be Shane Cole, 6',
Newark, Andre Robinson, 5'1,0",
East Orange, Brian Erickson, 5'11",
Rutherford ., Earl Henderson, 6'3",
Jersey City, James Coleman, 6'. East
Orange, Ed Stewart, 6'3", Union .
The Cougars will also floor a junior
varsity squad. Workouts have begun
but all are invited to tryout. P.S. If
all goes well academically and
physically, the soccer program has
a fine athlete in Dave Tuvey of
Weehawkin. Dave was an all-state
soccer player and the best basketball player on a 29-2 team.
A "New Attitude, a " New Look"
equals a very positive season. The
New Jersey Athletic Conference
features several fine basketball programs such as Trenton, Montclair,
Jersey City and William Paterson .
The Cougars hope to break into the
top four this year. " Playing .500
percentage basketball could put the

Cougar mens soccer,
dominate conference play
UNION, N.). - The Cougars of
Kean College of New Jersey continued to dominate in conference
play as they chalked up two impressive win s in the past week over
Montclair State 1-0 and RutgersNewark 3-0, thus bringing their conference record to 6-0. (The winner
of the conference gets an automatic
NCAA tournament bid) .
T.he Cougars continue to play
their outstanding brand of defense
in registering their 6th shutout in
their last 7 games and now have only allowed 6 goals in their last 12
games. Coach Tony Ochrimenko
has made some key changes in the
last 3 games as he has tried to add
some scoring punch to his attack
and the manuevers have really paid
off with the Cougars scoring 11
goals in their last 3 games.
In both games Rich Krug (Brick)
has continued to shine on attack
with 1 goal against Montclair and
several near-misses; Dan Mellett,
also from Brick, has joined his teammate on the attack recently and in
the Rutgers-Newark game gave an

outstanding performance with 2
goals and 1 assist. In addition, M ike
Barke (Rockaway) scored a goal and
the entire offense was impressive
thru-out with Bob Emmer (Forked
River) and Oscar Viteri (Newton) all
contributing heavily toward the
attack.
" I decided to make some changes
about two weeks.ago in order to get
more movement and aggressiveness
into my attack and it has begun to
pay off. Moving Krug to the attack
along with Dan Mellett and switching Reck to outside middle has
really paid off. I'm very confident in
our defense with Angelo Vayas
(Newark) in goal and Larry Hart
(Kearny) and Scott Grant (Brick)
leading the way. I' m getting more
confidence in this lineup and plan
to stay with it as we look ahead to
the next 10 days when we meet our
final 3 conference foes," said
Ochrimenko. "I sense the players
are gaining more confidence with
each passing game and they feel
ready for the test ahead and an
NCAA tournament bid ."

